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Target audience 
MR physicists interested in mapping the B1 field at low flip angles with no dedicated sequence requirement. 
 
Purpose 
Quantitative MR methods often require the knowledge of the local B1 field. Many B1 mapping methods have been developed, but few of them are suited 
to measure low flip angles. Here we use the Low Angle Method1 coupled with EPI (LAM EPI) to acquire multislice B1 maps on a phantom and in vivo on 
the brain and the abdomen (breathold acquisition). We compare our results to the reference B1 mapping Double Angle Method² (DAM) and the classical 
LAM method (LAM FLASH). 
 
Methods 
In the LAM method, two gradient echo images are acquired with long TRs to suppress their T1 
dependence: Sα with the prescribed flip angle α and S90 with the prescribed flip angle 90°. The actually 
applied flip angle is: α = arcsin(Sα/S90). Because the signal is proportional to a sine it varies slowly around 
90°, it is then relatively insensitive to small variations of B1 around 90°. 
In this study we acquire the two images with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) readout: Sα is acquired with a 
long TR (TRα) so that the longitudinal magnetization Mz has fully recovered before the acquisition of the 
second image S90. Moreover, the TR of the 90° acquisition (TR90) is set relatively short to last just the time 
to acquire the signal (figure 1) and allow short breathold acquisitions. The minimal TRα for a full recovery 
of Mz following a pulse α is: TR/T1=log[(1-cosθ+εcosθ)/ε] (figure 2). 
We mapped the B1 field at 5°, 10° and 20° on a phantom (T1=1000ms, agar at 2% and gadolinium at 
0.2%) and on healthy volunteers (T1max=4000ms, brain and abdomen) on a 1.5T Siemens Aera scanner. 
Phantom imaging: EPI images acquisition parameters: flip angle=5°, 10°, 20°, TRα=15000ms, 
TR90=15000ms, TE=32ms, slice thickness=10mm, 10 slices, matrix size=98x98, acquisition time (TA) 
2x0:15. FLASH images: flip angle/TRα=5°/1000ms, 10°/1000ms, 20°/2000ms, 40°/2000ms and 
TR90=5000ms, TE=4.4ms, acceleration factor 2, slice thickness=10mm, 3 slices, matrix size=128x128, TA 
2:20+6:00. EPI images were used to map the B1 field with LAM (LAM EPI) and FLASH images were used 
to map the B1 field with both LAM (LAM FLASH) and DAM. 
In vivo imaging: EPI parameters: flip angle/TRα=5°/2000ms, 10°/4000ms, 20°/8000ms and TR90 =2000ms, 
TE=32ms, slice thickness of 10mm, 18 slices, matrix size of 98x98, fat suppression, TA 0:17. 
Analysis: The precision of these methods was analysed by error propagation and Monte Carlo 
simulations. For Monte Carlo simulations, we simulated 3000 samples of the signal with an added 
Gaussian noise. The performances of LAM and DAM were simulated using an SNR of 100. 
 
Results  
B1 maps are more accurate with LAM than DAM for flip angles lower than 45° (figure 3). These results are confirmed on the phantom (figure 4): the 
DAM is unable to compute B1 maps for low flip angles. DAM is more robust to error propagation for high flip angles but LAM remains efficient until 70°. 
Acquisitions with EPI and FLASH give similar flip angles, as seen on the slice profiles of figure 4. The B1 maps are smooth in the brain and they suffer 
from some artefacts in the abdomen due to the movement of the organs and imperfect breathold (figure 5). However these artefacts are limited here by 
the acquisition of the two EPI images during the same apnea, which results in two superimposable images. The algorithm is not able to compute flip 
angles in areas with movement and in tissues with short T2* because of the low signals caused by the long TE. 
 

 
 

Discussion / Conclusion 
These results confirm that LAM is particularly suited to measure low flip angles, whereas DAM is efficient for high flip angles. The LAM EPI method 
allows multislice B1 mapping in a clinically acceptable time (breathold) without any dedicated sequence requirement. EPI images however suffer from 
distortions artefacts and their long TE might suppress tissues with short T2*. 
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Fig 5: B1 maps of the head (5°) and the 
abdomen (20°) measured with LAM EPI. Fig 4: Phantom B1 maps and slice profiles for LAM 

EPI (points), LAM FLASH (dots) and DAM (line). 

Fig 3: Relative error on the measured flip angle
derived from analytical expressions (lines) and 
Monte Carlo simulations (points). 

Fig 2: Minimal TR/T1 for a full recovery of Mz
as a function of the prescribed flip angle. For
T1=1000ms at 20°, the signal is independent
of T1 for TR>2000ms. 

Fig 1: Diagram of the LAM EPI sequence 
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